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TRACE ANALYSIS WITHIN RICH AND VARI-
ABLE MATRICES USING GC-MS WITH HIGH 

RESOLUTION MULTI-REFLECTING TOFMS

GC-MS remains an important part of analytical armory and is indispens-
able in forensic, environmental and food control area. While major com-

ponents are detected with low cost single quadrupoles (GCQ), trace analyses 
of minor components require MS tandems like 3Q or Q-TOF to reduce ma-
trix interferences. Matrices of volatiles in GCMS, though are less diverse than 
those in LC-MS, still contain thousands of compounds particularly, in food, 
clinical and biological samples. Matrix diversity grows roughly proportional 
to the analysis depth. To detect minor traces (fg levels) within rich matrices, it 
takes both sensitivity and specificity; a combination which is not yet available 
in existing commercial instruments. Although the detection limit of detec-
tion (LOD) of GCQ in SIM mode to pure samples is in the 1-10fg range, matrix 
interferences limit the working LOD to 10-100pg. 3Q and Q-TOFs then step in 
to allow LOD in 100fg range. With GC-3Q instrument MRM methods are de-
veloped to find fragmentation channels which do differentiate analytes from 
the matrix. However, a limitation is that whenever matrix varies the original 
MRM methods have to be requalified or redeveloped. GC-3Q data alone are 
insufficient for court cases and GC-3Q is a poor choice when searching un-
knowns (spices, poisoning etc.). GC-MRTOF is a joint effort of two companies, 
MSC and QTek, who developed GCQ Maestro™ and GC-Mini™, both delivering 
LOD around 1-3fg for pure samples. GC-Mini™ is a compact multi-reflecting 
TOF (MRTOF) benchtop system with moderately high-resolution R=30,000. 
This resolution is sufficient to separate isobaric interferences corresponding 
to such elemental replacements as C/H12 (95mDa), C2H6/NO (88mDa), C2H8/
O2 (55mDa), CH4/O (36mDa) and CH2/N (12mDa) for GC-MS small mass ions 
up to 500amu. The GC-MRTOF instrumental configuration provides: The 
specificity comparable to existing GC-3Q and GC-QTOF; much cleaner chro-
matographic traces by resolving out isobaric interferences; NIST identifiable 
spectra are obtained at 10-100fg loads, and molecular ions can be detected 
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at 1-10fg loads. GC-Mini™ can do everything that 3Q and QTOF can do, and provides many other analytical opportunities: Re-
cording of panoramic (full mass) spectra. This provides non-filtered complete information, where post-analysis may be either 
choosing MRM channels of 3Q methods, or flexibly selecting channels with reduced matrix interference (Judged by relative 
peaks intensity and by retention time correlation of the traces); MRM methods for 3Q could be verified, adjusted or developed 
to overcome the method variations, caused by matrix or chromatography variations; Accurate masses of fragments improve 
the identification confidence and may be serving as a court proof; data can be treated after acquisition when searching for un-
knowns; Identification and detection limits improve vs 3Q, since GC-MRTOF records fragments produced within the EI source 
and avoid losses associated with parent selection and fragmentation. Though the GC-MRTOF instrument may be potentially 
extended to GCxGC-TOF or to GC-Q-TOF, author do not see this as beneficial: GC-MRTOF already provides strong specificity 
to separate low fg traces within complex matrices; GCxGC would further improve specificity, but would slow down analyses; 
GC-Q-TOF would also improve specificity but would deteriorate LOD and LOQ with selection of single precursor and by split-
ting the precursor intensity into multiple fragments. The talk will present on the analysis of matrix composition and analytical 
examples of GC-MRTOF analyses within complex matrices. 
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